
Questions and Answers for Specialty Management Services RFP  

1. We are curious as to the reason for the rebid in less than 2 yrs.  Anything you can share 

would be appreciated. Project resource constraints to support project unavailable 

 

2. If we decided to offer a subset of the scope included in the RFP (e.g., Pharmacy & DME 

specialty services), would our response still be considered? If the vendor is not able to 

offer the specialties listed in the RFP, they would not be considered.  

 

3. Of the 250k Medicaid members, what is the breakdown by segment, e.g., adults, 

children? 54% of the population are less than 21 years of age (0 – 20 Years of Age) 

46% of the population are 21+ years of age 

 

4. What is the anticipated membership growth over the next three years? Flat, less than 

5000 annually 

 

5. What is the anticipated contract start date? March 2020 

 

6. Will all programs start on the same date or is staging anticipated? Both can be 

considered. 

 

7. Will all programs start on the clinical area “prosthetics”, e.g., upper/lower extremities, 

joint replacements? Main focus will be radiology, cardiology,  gastroenterology, and 

medical oncology 

 

8. Are the clinical areas managed internally or by a vendor? KHS manages all clinical 

areas by internal RN staff for utilization review. 

 

9. Will a matrix of benefit designs for the delegated clinical services be provided? Upon 

contract. 

 

10. When will the historical claims data set be provided? Upon finalist selection. 

 

 

11. Does the proposed scope of services for Utilization Management include initial adverse 

determinations (denials) for medical necessity? Yes 

 

12. Will the outbound data include a) benefit accumulator and b) full provider network files? 

Yes 

 



13. Is Kern interested in radiation oncology as part of the scope of this RFP? Can be 

considered as part of the medical oncology specialty. 

 

14. Is Kern interested in claims capabilities (payment integrity) as part of the scope of this 

RFP? No 

 

15. On page 13 of the RFP, in item c.ii, should “Full refresh of Standard Medical 

Encounter History file” read “Full refresh of Authorization History file”? The file 

contains all medical encounter history including medical claims, pharmacy and 

prescriptions, and utilization (referral and procedural) data.  Chronic condition 

identification can also be included.  

 

16. Please clarify which services would be delegated? Does KHS intend to delegate all things 

listed in the table, or a portion? Delegation of services dependent upon respondents 

ability to perform one or all will be considered 

 

17. Is KHS requesting full delegation of appeals services to vendor including sending letters 

to patients and providers? If so, would KHS be responsible for creating and updating 

letter templates, or would the vendor? KHS would provide the DHCS required 

templates to the vendor if indicated. Process to be determined based on integration 

points defined by the respondent. 

 

18. Please provide more detail regarding the request for a shared risk arrangement? Is KHS 

seeking a vendor to be fiduciary for these services? More of a shared savings model 

with the vendor for benchmark or savings achieved by vendor services unless UM 

fully delegated. 

 

19. Does KHS intend to delegate the full UM process, from intake to determination and 

notification? Will KHS be supplying policy language and/ or criteria for the vendor to 

utilize, or will the vendor be responsible for developing their own criteria? Option is 

open for discussion-specific language and templates are required by the vendor if 

delegated 

 

20. Would KHS be open to using the vendor’s Services Agreement (as it is geared 

specifically for their services?) If not, can KHS provide a Word copy of the PSA? Would 

copy of the PSA? Would KHS be willing to accept the vendors proposed alterations 

through redlines/comments in the Word version? KHS prefers to use our standard 

PSA—we are open to redline/alterations and can provide a word version for 

revisions.  

 



21. Is KHS requesting “same or similar specialty” matched MD reviewers for 1
st
 level 

appeals determinations? Same preferred—similar can be considered.  

 

22. Does KHS allow same stated MD “sign-off” (any physician reviewer can complete the 

case which is signed off by a California licensed physician)? Yes, CA physician can 

sign off if reviewer is not CA licensed 

 

23. Is KHS requesting proposal for nurse, pharmacist review for their UM program for PA, 

medical specialty pharmacy cases? Nurses would not be permitted to make decisions 

under this proposal, only pharmacist and physician. If denied by pharmacist, a 

physician must cosign. 

 

24. What are the Peer to Peer process requirements (#calls/time frame)? Is recording of P2P 

required? Volume varies—5/week average. Once assigned, the peer to peer should be 

returned as available within 2 business days.  Recordings not required.  

 

25. Can KHS please supply a redacted case sample to set expectations for complexity and 

case reporting output? KHS can provide to selected finalists 

 

26. What is the expected turnaround time for these cases? (72hours/48hours/24hours/Same 

day/Weekend coverage requested? / Holiday coverage requested?) Expedited—3 

business days; Routine 5 business days 

 

27. For cases that require peer to peer calls, how many call attempts are requested? (over how 

many days?) 2 attempts over 5 days maximum 

 

28. How many pages of medical records are included with a typical case? How many 

questions are asked on typical case? Varies—2-20 pages per case. Medical necessity 

determinations for pre-authorization of services is main focus of the solution. 

 

29.  In order to provide pricing, will KHS be sharing utilization and/or claims data? Yes 

 

30. Does the KHS single sign on use SAML, JWT or another authentication mechanism? 

SAML or AD FS 

 

31. Attachment A, #5 of Key Goals and Objectives for this RFP refer to member self-service 

tools and resources. Please specify what is currently available to Kern Health Systems 

members. Specialty Management platform will augment KHS member experience 

with reduced turnaround time for decision making of pre-authorization for selected 

specialties. This is considered a benefit to KHS with the vendor platform in place  



 

32. Attachment A, #7 of Key Goals and Objectives for this RFP states improvement of 

medication/treatment. Please clarify. Specialty Management platform will augment 

KHS member experience with reduced turnaround time for decision making of pre-

authorization for selected specialties. This is considered a benefit to KHS with the 

vendor platform in place 

 

 

33. Attachment A, #9 of Key Goals and Objectives for this RFP and Selection Process states 

share risk with the Supplier. Please clarify. More of a shared savings model with the 

vendor for benchmark or savings achieved by vendor services unless UM fully 

delegated. 

 

34. Attachment A, under Selection Process it states Speed to implement-including the ability 

both members migrated to the new platform and members that remain on the legacy 

platform. Can additional information be provided about the platforms mentioned in this 

section? ZeOmega JIVA Medical management system and HealthX portal  

 

35. Attachment A, under Selection Process it states documented proof of financial savings, 

including references. Please clarify what kind of information is expected? Provide 

redacted information regarding previous experiences with other implementation 

detailing savings to the organization and if permitted, the partnering organization 

as a reference option.  

 

 


